**I**mplanted electrical stimulation is an approach used for many years with success to restore motor or organic function. The main objective of FES \[e.g. Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES)\] is to provide efficient recruitment of nervous fiber as the natural behavior would achieve. In distal regions^[@ref1]^ it exists a spatial organization of fascicles that target specific pools of motor neurons. To independently activate muscles, a control of activation by spatial selectivity of axons is required. Selectivity as defined in^[@ref4]^ is "the ability to activate one population of neurons without activating neighboring ones". A way to focus activation profile is the use of multicontacts cuff electrode with multipolar configuration of currents.^[@ref5]^. Number of contacts, their size and the current distribution have a large influence on axons regional activation. Our technology 8 is able to provide multipolar current configuration and complex waveforms profile. Since the number of parameters is very huge, testing all the current profiles in experiments is not realistic, in particular for clinical applications. Numerical simulations can help to find optimal configurations by modeling interface between electrode and nerve. A 2-part process is commonly used to simulate electrical stimulation. First, computation of the electric field generated by the electrode within the nerve, assuming that nerve is a volume conductor. Second, determination of axons excitation within the nerve based on the results of the previous computations. These numerical investigations are quite long, and need for experts to be carried out. All-in-one fast tool chain was created to overcome these issues. This software is divided in two parts: Computation of electric field performed by OpenMEEG^[@ref9]^ and activation / optimization of current spreading computed through Matlab scripts.

Materials and Methods {#sec1-1}
=====================

The software MOS2SENS (from Model Optimization and Simulation To Selective Electrical Neural Stimulation) is an adjustment support tool for neuroprosthetic devices. It models and optimizes the current injected by cuff electrodes inside the nerve in order to activate selective fiber targets in terms of spatial criterion. There are two software that perform the following functions:

-   Generation of 3D geometric model of nerve and cuff electrode

-   Mathematical description of the link between stimulation currents and extracellular voltage inside the nerve

-   Nerve fiber activation prediction based on the current stimulation

-   Optimization of the current injected according to the chosen target and cost function

The electrical potential i.e. extracellular voltage is computed with OpenMEEG open source software, using the BEM \[e.g. Boundary Element Method (BEM)\] to solve Laplace equation, under quasi-static approximation.^[@ref10]^, ^[@ref11]^ Determination of activation was based on activating function.^[@ref12]^ Optimization is performed in term of selectivity, efficiency and robustness. The software was implemented in Matlab with graphical user interface ([Figure 1](#fig001){ref-type="fig"}).

Results {#sec1-2}
=======

A. 3D Model settings {#sec2-1}
--------------------

User can set the following geometrical parameters to simulate 3D model of the nerve: number of layers (minimum an epineurium and a fascicle), diameter of each layer, number of nervous fibers inside a fascicle (Nbfib). It's possible to set conductivity for each layer, but only isotropic. The 3D nerve model is made up of nested cylinders which surfaces are represented by bounded triangular meshes. The inner cylinder represents a fascicle that contains axons. The outer cylinder represents the connective tissue that surrounds the fascicle. It's possible to simulate perineurium between fascicle and epineurium. The conductivities of the media are supposed piece-wise constant. Default values are taken from litterature^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ and user have the possibility to modify them. Only myelinated fibers are considered, therefore, we only need to know value of potential field at the Ranvier Nodes. The Ranvier nodes are represented as a grid of point in space (Nbfib, 160 nodes per fiber). With regards to the electrode, user can choose number, size and position of contacts around the nerve. By default, number of contact is set to 12 but it's possible to increase or decrease this number, and simulate the case where the electrode's span does not fit exactly to the nerve diameter. Once parameters are set, OpenMEEG computes a lead field matrix describing the mathematical link between electrode and node of Ranvier.

B. Activation and optimization settings {#sec2-2}
---------------------------------------

Once computation of lead field matrix is achieved, user can visualize fibers activation related to the distribution of currents. Activation is shown across a 2D cross section of nerve by taking the maximum of activating function along each fiber. First, user chooses a target area within the nerve. He can manually test different spreads of the currents, i.e., multipolar configurations, and visualize performances in terms of spatial selectivity, efficiency and robustness indexes. Then, user can choose weights for indexes and find the optimized solution linked to the cost function. The results are expressed in terms of current distribution and total injected charges.

Discussion {#sec1-3}
==========

We created software to evaluate quickly the effects of multipolar configurations on spatial selectivity and optimize spread of currents through the contacts of a CUFF electrode. Computation of electric field within the nerve represented by two layer (endoneurium and epineurium) is achieved in 25 min for 333 fibers with 160 node of Ranvier, this is quite short compared to other method for instance FEM.^[@ref15]^ Computation of activation takes less than 1s by using predictive model of activating function.^[@ref12]^ Optimization of current spreading is obtained instantaneously (less than 1s). Computation of potential was made under quasi-static approximation: propagation effects and inductive effects are negligible, capacitive effects are reasonably ignored.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^

However, the last assumption is correct if capacitive current of the media is negligible compared to resistive current, which are frequency dependent. User must consider this criterion before to use the program. The model was built to study current-controlled stimulation electrode. In this case, electrode capacitance could be ignored and electrode-tissue interface was not represented.

In conclusion, MOS2SENS is a powerful tool to scan optimal spatial configurations of 12-pole electrode. MOS2SENS is filed in the APP \[e.g. Agency for the Protection of Programs (APP)\] under the identifier: IDDN.FR.001.490036.000.S.P.2014.000.31230. Future work will provide the possibility to model anisotropy, and more complex geometry such as multifascicles. Results of simulations will be shown and a demo would be provided. Finally, experimental work is under design, to validate the results of simulations.
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